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Abstract 
In this paper we present a formal model of semantics for newly introduced operators of cisets, ciset relations. The notion of 
alternate worlds is used to formalize the information content of a ciset and ciset relations. A ciset represents a collection of 
(regular) sets. Similarly, a ciset relation represents a collection of (regular) relations. Once this collection has been identified, any 
ciset relational operator can be applied on the collection of (regular) relations represented by ciset relations involved. This 
approach is computationally inefficient and is introduced solely to fully explain in a formal way, the semantics of newly 
introduced operators.  
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1. Introduction 
Ciset relational database is introduced in [3]. In this paper we will formalize the semantics of our model. As 
explained by Sadri [6], closely related notions of representation, possibility functions and alternate worlds have been 
the tools used by leading researchers to formalize the information content of a database with incomplete 
information. The approach we adopt in this instance is similar to that in [6]. See [6] Section 3 for details and the 
theoretical importa
Let  and  be the join and meet operations on L. Further, we use 0 and 1 to denote the 0 and 1 of the lattice L. 
Whenever we present an example to illustrate various concepts, we use unit interval [0, 1] under the partial order 
 
2. Ciset and Ciset Relation 
Definition 1.    L. Then a pair a =   
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Definition 2.  Let a=  
 
    Two confidence indexes ai =  i, i>, i = 1, 2 are equal if and only if l(a1) = l(a2) and u(a1) = u(a2). 
Confidence indexes a1  a2, if l(a1) 2) and u(a1) < u(a2) or l(a1) < l(a2) and u(a1)  u(a2). Of course a1  a2 if 
and only if either a1  a2 or a1 = a2. Further, a1  a2 if and only if a2  a1 and a1  a2 if and only if a2  a1. 
    We introduce four operations on the set of all confidence indexes. They are three binary operations c-union 
( ), c-intersection ( ), c-difference ( ); and one unary operation negation ( ). Let a1 = 1, 1>, a2 = 2, 2> be 
any two confidence indexes. Then a1 a2 = 1 2, 1 2>, a1 a2 = 1 2, 1 2>, a1 = 1, 1> and 
a1 a2 = a1 ( a2). 
    We use the notation C(L) to denote the set of all confidence indexes on L. Further, if the lattice L in question is 
quite clear from the context or L can be any lattice, we will use the symbol C instead of C(L). 
    Let S be a set. A confidence index set or ciset (pronounced as see-  C. One can think of 
F as assigning to each element x 
confidence one has that x Sc  S. 
    We say two cisets F and G on a set S are equal, and write F = G, if F(x) = G(x) for all x S. 
 
Definition 3. Let F and G be two cisets on a set S such that F(x) G(x) for all x S, then F is said to be subset 
of G and G is said to be a superset of F. If F is a subset of G and there exists at least one x S such that F(x) 
G(x) then F is said to be a proper subset of G and G is said to be a proper superset of F. 
 
Definition 4. Let S be a set and let F, G be two cisets on S. The c-union of F and G, denoted by F G is a 
G)(x) = F(x) G(x), for all x S. 
 
    The c-intersection and c-difference are defined similarly. 
 
Definition 5. Let S be a set and let F,G be two cisets on S. The c-Cartesian product of F and G, denoted by F G 
is a mapping from S×S  C, defined by (F G)(x, y) = F(x) G(y), for all (x, y) S×S. 
 
Definition 6. Let S be a set and let F be a ciset on S. The complement of F, denoted by F is a mapping from S 
 C, defined by ( F)(x) = (F(x)). 
 
    Define a cut set, Fts, by F
t
s = {x S | u(F(x))  t and l(F(x))  s}. We use the symbol F
t to denote the upper 
cut set {x  and Fs to denote the lower cut set Fs = {x  
    A ciset relational model is a blueprint of the database that can store conflicting information. In a ciset relational 
model, the data is presented in the form of a table, which we call a ciset relation. For example, data on all professors 
of a university can be organized in the form of a table FACULTY as shown below. 
Table 1. Faculty 
FID F_NAME DEPT EVAL 
123 John Sim Marketing < 0.5,0.7> 
318 Mary Lee Mathematics < 0.4, 0.9> 
126 Sam Dew Marketing < 0.1,0.8> 
 
3. Formal Semantics of a Ciset 
Proposition 7. Let F be a ciset on a nonempty set S. Then for 0  s  1, 0  t  1, Fts = F
t  Fs. Further, if the range 
of F is finite, there exists 0  s0 < … < sp  1 and t0 < … < tq  such that S = Fs0  Fs1 … Fsp    and S 
= Ft0  F
t1
 … F
tq
   . 
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    From Proposition 7, we see that a finite-valued ciset F on S determines two chains of subsets of S and p+q+2 
real numbers: 0 < … < sp 0 < … < tq  Conversely, given two finite chains of subsets S = C0
C1 … Cp  , p > 0; S = D0 D1 … Dq  , q > 0; there exits a ciset F on S such that Ci, i = 0, 1, 2, 
…, p are the lower cut sets of F and Cj, j = 0, 1, 2, …, q are the upper cuts sets of F. The construction of F can be 
outlined as follows. Choose p + q + 2 real numbers s0 , … ,sp, t0, … , tq 0 < … < sp  0 < 
… < tq  For each w S, F(w) is assigned < si, tj> if w Ci – Ci+1 (i = 0, …, p –1) and w Dj – Dj+1 (j = 0, …, 
q –1); F(w) is assigned < s0, tj> if w Cp and w Dj – Dj+1 (j = 0, …, q –1); F(w) is assigned < si, t0> if w Ci 
– Ci+1 (i = 0, …, p –1) and w Dq and F(w) is assigned < s0, t0> if w Cp and w Dq. 
Thus it follows that a finite-valued ciset is completely determined by two chains of subsets of S and p + q + 2 real 
numbers s0 , … ,sp, t0, … , tq 0 < … < sp 0 < … < tq  
 
Theorem 8. Let F be a finite-valued ciset on a nonempty set S. Then there exists p + q + 2 real numbers s0 , … 
,sp, t0, … , tq 0 < … < sp 0 < … < tq s0  Fs1 … Fsp    and S = F
t0
  
Ft1 … F
tq
    are lower and upper cut sets of F respectively. Conversely, given p+q+2 real numbers s0 , … ,sp, 
t0, … , tq 0 < … < sp 0 < … < tq S = C0 C1 … Cp  
, p > 0; S = D0 D1 … Dq  , q > 0; there exits a ciset F on S such that Ci, i = 0, 1, 2, …, p are the lower 
cut sets of F and Cj, j = 0, 1, 2, …, q are the upper cuts sets of F. 
 
Given a ciset F, by Theorem 8, F is equivalent to an ordered pair (L,U), where L = {Fs | 0  s  is chain of 
lower cut sets of F and U = {Ft  is chain of upper cut sets of F respectively. Now define F° as ordered pair 
(L,U). 
 
Definition 9. A ciset F is said to represent F°. We indicate this as rep(F) = F°. The set of subsets defined by F°(s, t) = 
Ft  Fs where Fs  L, F
t  U, 0  s  1 and 0  t   
 
Definition 10. Let  be a unary set theory operation. A unary ciset operation 
rep( (rep(F)) for all ciset F (on S), where (rep(F)) represents a function f such that f(s,t)= (F°(s,t)), for all 
0  s  1, 0  t  
 
Definition 11. Let  be a binary set theory operation. A binary ciset theory operation 
rep(F rep(G) for all ciset F,G (on S), where rep(F) rep(G) represents a function f such that 
f(s,t)=F°(s,t) G°(s,t),  
 
4. Precision of Ciset Relational Operations 
Theorem 12. The binary operation c-union is precise. 
    Proof. We shall prove that (F G)s = Fs  Gs, (F G)
t = Ft  Gt for 0  s  1,0  t  1. Let x S. Now x  
(F G)s if and only if l((F G)(x))  s if and only if l(F(x) G(x))  s if and only if l(F(x)) l(G(x))  s if and 
only if x Fs or x Gs if and only if x  Fs  Gs. Thus (F G)s = Fs  Gs, for  Proof that (F G)
t = Ft  
Gt for  is similar. 
 
Note that Theorem 12 do not prove that (F G)ts = F
t
s  G
t
s. In fact the result do not hold. Instead, we have the 
following.  
 
Lemma 13. Let F and G be two cisets. Then (F G)ts  F
t
s  G
t
s. for 0  s  1,0  t  1. 
 
Theorem 14. The binary operation c-intersection is precise. 
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Proof. We shall prove that (F G)s = Fs  Gs, (F G)
t = Ft  Gt S. Now x  
(F G)s if and only if l((F  G(x)
only if x Fs and x Gs if and only if x  Fs  Gs. Thus (F G)s = Fs  Gs G)
t = 
Ft  Gt  
 
Corollary 15. Let F and G be two cisets. Then (F G)ts  F
t
s  G
t
s  
 
Theorem 16. The binary operation negation is precise. 
Proof. Let rep(F)=(L,U). Define  Then  = (U,L) = rep(  
 
Recall that binary operation c-difference is defined in terms of c-intersection and negation. Therefore, we have 
the following result. 
 
Theorem 17. The binary operation c-difference is precise. 
 
The binary operation c- Cartesian product is defined in terms of c-intersection. Therefore, we have the following 
result. 
 
Theorem 18. The binary operation c-Cartesian product is precise. 
 
Corollary 19. Let F and G be two cisets. Then (F G) ts  = F
 t
s ×G
 t
s for 0  s  1, 0  t  1. 
 
Theorem 20. The binary ciset relational operations c-selection, c-projection, c-union, c-intersection, c-Cartesian 
product, c-join, c-equijoin and c-theta-join are precise. 
Proof. Proof that ciset relational operations c-selection and c-projection are precise is clear due to the fact that ciset 
relational operations c-selection and c-projection are the same as the corresponding relational operations. Proof that 
ciset relational operations c-union, c-intersection, c-difference and c-Cartesian product are precise follows from the 
fact that a ciset relation is indeed a ciset and we have already proved that ciset operations c-union, c-intersection, c-
difference and c-Cartesian product are precise. Proof that ciset relational operations c-join, c-equijoin, c-theta-join 
and c-divide are precise, follows from the observation that any one of these operations can be implemented using c-
selection, c-projection, c-union, c-intersection, c-difference and c-Cartesian product and they are already shown to 
be precise.  
5. Conclusion 
In this paper we presented a formal model of semantics for newly introduced operators of cisets, ciset relations. The 
notion of alternate worlds is used to formalize the information content of a ciset and ciset relations. A ciset 
represents a collection of (regular) sets. Similarly, a ciset relation represents a collection of (regular) relations. Once 
this collection has been identified, any ciset relational operator can be applied on the collection of (regular) relations 
represented by ciset relations involved. This approach is computationally inefficient and is introduced solely to fully 
explain in a formal way, the semantics of newly introduced operators. We further prove that all new operators are 
precise. 
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